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Learning Unix for Mac OS XO'Reilly, 2002

	The success of Apple's operating system, Mac OS X, and its Unix roots has brought many new potential Unix users searching for information. The Terminal application and that empty command line can be daunting at first, but users understand it can bring them power and flexibility. Learning Unix for Mac OS X is a concise introduction...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft(R) Expression WebQue, 2006
Special Edition Using Microsoft Expression Web

 

We crafted this book to grow with you, providing the reference material you need as you move toward Expression Web proficiency and use of more advanced features. If you buy only one book on Expression Web, Special...
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Google SketchUp 8 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A few years ago, I was teaching a workshop on advanced SketchUp techniques
	to a group of extremely bright middle and high school (or so I
	thought) students in Hot Springs, Arkansas. As subject matter went, I wasn’t
	pulling any punches — we were breezing through material I wouldn’t think
	of introducing to most groups...
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Early Civilizations in the Americas Cumulative Index Edition 1. (Early Civilizations in the Americas Reference Library)Gale, 2005
Search the extensive U ·X ·L Early Civilizations in the Americas with ease with this cumulative index to the entire set.

Thomson and Star Logo are trademarks and Gale and UXL are registered trademarks used herein under license.

Cumulates indexes for Early civilizations in the Americas. Almanac [and]...
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Joomla! 1.5: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Joomla! is one of the most popular open-source Content Management Systems, actively developed and supported by a world-wide user community. Although it's a fun and feature-rich tool, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and build a site that meets your needs perfectly. Using this book you can create dynamic, interactive web...
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Joomla! 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Even if you've never even begun to build a website, this guide will have you completing one within an hour. It's a fast, practical, fun introduction to Joomla! and content managed website creation.


	Overview

	
		Create a Joomla! website in an hour with the help of easy-to-follow steps and...
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A Designer's Research Manual: Succeed in Design by Knowing Your Clients and What They Really Need (Design Field Guides)Rockport Publishers, 2006

	Doing research can make all the difference between a great design and a good design. Most experienced designers would quantify this "legwork" with the term research. By engaging in competitive intelligence, customer profiling, color and trend forecasting, etc., designers are able to bring something to the table that reflects a...
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Mike Meyers' MCSE Windows Server 2003 Planning a Network Infrastructure  Certification Passport (Exam 70-293)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Mike Meyers, the industry expert on professional certification, brings you this concise, affordable, and portable study tool for exam 70-293. With an intensive focus on only what you need to know to pass this challenging exam plus practice exam software on CD, this Certification Passport is your ticket to success on exam day.     

...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2009: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2008
Need to get results with 3ds max fast? Why take months to learn every button in 3ds max when you can create great visuals with just a few key tools? Learn to create quick yet stunning logo treatments, special effects, and animated characters with the fastest techniques possible. Need convincing grass, trees, water, shadows? You can use the...
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Excel 2007 Miracles Made Easy: Mr. Excel Reveals 25 Amazing Things You Can Do with the New ExcelHoly Macro! Books, 2007
In this addendum to Learn Excel from Mr. Excel, the amazing new features offered in Excel 2007 are introduced. Revealing the features that make this new version the best new release of Excel since 1997, this guide provides the necessary information to teach users to quickly unleash the powerful new features in Excel 2007, create...
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Computer Science Logo Style 2/e, Vol. 1: Symbolic ComputingMIT Press, 1997
This book isn’t for everyone.

Not everyone needs to program computers. There is a popular myth that if you
aren’t “computer literate,” whatever that means, then you’ll flunk out of college, you’ll
never get a job, and you’ll be poor and miserable all your life. The myth is promoted...
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Computer Science Logo Style 2/e, Vol. 2: Advanced TechniquesMIT Press, 1997
This is the second volume of a three-volume series that uses
the Logo programming language as the medium for a presentation of a range of topics
in computer science. The main audience I had in mind for these books was high school
students, but it’s turned out that they have also been used in teacher training, and to
some...
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